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In the September, 2000. issue of Foctts on E.xceptianal Children, we, along with several
colleagues, examined .school violence and related disorders through ecological and other
perspectives (Leone. Mayer. Malmgren. & Meisei. 2000). That article attempted to move
beyond a discussion limited to child-centered characteristics and toward the contexts of
children's lives. Our analysis of school violence examined family structure and poverty,
exposure to violence in popular tnedia. access to guns, and influences in the education sys-
tem (e.g., accountability, zero lolcrance) thut might help to explain school violence and
disorder. After presenting data on the extent of school violence and disorder, we closed
with a discussi<tn of promi.sing approaches to preventing school violence.
Now, with lhe benefit ol' hindsight, we reexamine the issues raised in lhe 2000 Fi)ctL\ on
Exceptional Children article and related developments in school violence reporting and
prevention since that time. We begin with a review ot currenl reports on school violence
and related research. Next we revisii and update information on several key issues di.s-
cussed in the original article, including (a) data collection and interpretation, (b) family
struclure and supervision nf children, (c) poverty and income inequity, (d) exposure to vio-
lence in the media, (e) media coverage of school violence, (f) access to guns, (g) account-
ability and high-stakes testing, and (h) zero tolerance policies. We then revisit key areas of
school violence prevention, legislative developments, the nexus of students' social skills,
mental lieallh, bullying, school exclusion, and tradeoffs between educational rights and
maintaining a safe and orderly environment. The atticle concludes with suggestions for a
balanced approach to prevention.
TRENDS IN SCHOOL VIOLENCE
Multiple indicators show a decline in school violence and disruption over the past
decade. Several sources, however, indicate that significant problems continue, and that a
new. lower plateau of school violence has been realized, suggesting that subsequent sig-
nificant declines may not be forthcoming. For example, data frtmi the CDC Youth Risk
Behavior Survey (YRBS), as reponed in Indicators of School Crime and Safety (ISCS)
(DeVoe. Peter. Noonan. Snyder. & Baum. 2()0S: Dinkes. Cataldi. Kena, & Baum, 2006).
show striking declines from 1993 to 2005 in the percentage of sludenls in a light at schools
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and bringing a weapon to school (see Figure 1). But YRBS
dala lor ihe same 10-year period show some stability in stu-
dent reports of being threatened or injured with a weapon at
school and missing school because of safety concerns (see
Figure 2).
Several measures from the National Crime Victimization
Survey (NCVS). also repotted in the ISCS 2006. show a
clear pattern of decline from 1993 to 2005 in rates of crime
at and away from school (see Figure 3), including serious
violent crime (rape, sexual assault, robbery, and aggravated
assault), violent crime (serious violent crime and simple
assault), and theft. In sum, school violence and disruption
have declined significantly over the past 10 years, stabiliz-
ing sdmewliat al a lower level, but serious problems remain.
MEASURING SCHOOL VIOLENCE
Collecting and accurately reporting school violence data
can be a daunting task. Information about school violence
originates from many different sources, with some data
reflecting criminal acts and other data on victimization.
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Information is collected and repotted by the FBI and other
law enforcemenl agencies, schools and education agencies.
and researchers. The FBI administers the Uniform Crime
Reporting Program (UCR). which collects crime statistics
from local and slate agencies (Cook & Laub. 1998). These
data, however, can present inaccurate estimates of the extent
of violent acts and number of perpetrators in a community.
For example, arrest records often includt; individuals who
are found to be innocent and also do not addres.s behaviors
that occur but are noi observed and dealt with officially. Vic-
timization self-reports from surveys arc subject to a multi-
tude of error sources, including inappropriate sampling
frame, problematic instrumentation, and respondent errors
such as poor recall, comprehension dilficullies. and tele-
scoping effects (Biemer. Groves. Lyberg. Mathiowetz. &
Sudman. 1991).
Even well-designed national-level surveys are prone to
problems with biased response patterns. For example. Fur-
long. Sharkey. Bates, and Smith (2004) suggested that the
CDC Youth Risk Behavior Surveillatice Survey (YRBSS)
was subject to bias as a result of extreme response sets of
respondents. Furlong and Sharkey (2006) reported difficul-
ties in drawing conclusions from some national survey data
on weapon-carry ing in schools, in part because the surveys
were neither developed nor validated specifically for this
purpose and could present an incomplete or distorted pic-
ture of student behaviors. Large-scale survey data collec-
lion efforts, such as the School Crime Supplement (SCS)
It) the National Crime Victimi/ation Survey (NCVS). the
YRBSS. and .the Metropolitan Life Survey ofthe American
Teacher, vary with the purpose and design ofthe study and
instrtitnentation and thus yield information Ihal may vary
in terms of human subjects, definitional issues surrounding
acls of violence, and time frames measured (Leone. Mayer.
Malnigren. & Meisei. 2()()0; Sharkey, Furlong. & Yetter,
2006).
The UCR. NCVS. and National Center for Health Statistics
(NCHS) dala have been analyzed lor ihcir uniqueness in terms
of; "(a) domain of events, (b) unit of count, (c) timing of count-
ing, and (d) sources of discretion and error In recording and
counting events" (Reiss & Roth, 1993). Reiss and Roth nt)led
that measured variables were derived from socially con-
structed variables that can change over time as a refleclion of
changing values in society. Those authors further commented
that incidents can be characterized in terms of perpetrators or
victims, siluation. kx-ation. timing, and duplicative versus
nonduplicative counts. Collectively, these attributes can lead lo
differing interpretations of data on community- and school-
based violence. This is evidenced in our earlier graphic figures
of trends in school violence, in which some indicators sug-
gested a steep, steady decline and others portrayed less dra-
matic earlier declines followed by a plateau effect.
YRBS Survey of High School Students 1993-2005
FIGURE 1
Fights at School; Weapons Brought to School
YRBS Survey of High School Students 1993-2005
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FIGURE 2
Threatened/Injured with Weapon; Missed School Because of Safety Concerns
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Violent Crime: At and Away from School
Rate per 1000
At School
Away From School
1992
48
71
1993
59
70
1994
56
69
1995
50
58
1996
43
55
1997
40
59
1998
43
48
1999
33
39
2000
26
34
2001
28
28
2002
24
26
2003
28
32
2004
22
21
Year
Source: National Crime Victimization Survey, reported in Indicators of School Crime and Safety 2006
Figure 3
Rate of Student-Reported Nonfatal Crimes Against Students Ages 12-18
per 1,000 students, by Type of Crime and Location
Although national surveys and assessments can present
challenges for data collection and interpretation, locally pro-
duced data-coi lection devices such as self-report surveys are
prone to reliability and validity problems, including incon-
sistencies in administrative implementation and instructions
provided to student respondents (Cross & Newman-Gon-
char. 2004). Local- and stale-level official educational
record keeping on school violence and disorder lacks a uni-
form framework, which nuikes comparisons difficuil. For
example, some systems report student assault statistics
based on undupHcated counts, and others use duplicated
counts. Collecting data on the nature and prevalence of bul-
lying in schools presents challenges because of varying def-
initions of bullying, different types of bullying, social con-
textual factors, cultural factors, and more general problems
common to self-report measures (Cornell. Sheras, & Cole.
2006).
On a local school level, the use of office referrals to study
patterns of violence and disorder can be a problem (Morri-
son. Peterson. O'Farrell. & Redding. 2004). For instance, a
pattern of low office referral rates coupled with relative high
suspension rates could signal a zero tolerance policy, or
alternatively, selective use of office referrals for only serious
problems. Likewise, variability in suspension dala within
states or school districts can lead lo alternative interpreta-
tions of school-based problems (Morrison. Redding. Fisher.
& Peterson. 2006). Although data reporting in slates having
relatively few large school systems shows some consistency,
states with hundreds of smaller local school districts aie
more prone to variability in data recording.
An audit in New York identified serious underreporting
of school violence in many schools. Most schools from a
sample of high schools audited did not report about one-
third of serious violent and disruptive incidents: several
schools did not report about 80% of violent incidents (Office
of the New York State Comptroller, 2006).
KEY ISSUES
In the previous Focus on Exceptional Children article we
linked our discussion of school violence to several ecologi-
cal factors including family structure, supervision of children.
poverty and income inequality, exposure to media vio-
lence, media coverage of school violence, access to guns,
increased focus on academic accountability, and zero tol-
erance policies. These topics will be revisited here with an
updated review ofthe literature.
Family Structure and Supervision of Children
Looking back 50 to 60 years, fewer than one-fifth of U.S.
children lived in homes where both parents worked or were
headed by a single parent. By the mid 1990s, close to two-
thirds of children lived in households under these circum-
stances (Hernandez. 1995). In our 2000 Focus on Excep-
tional Children article the survey data suggested that from
4% to 23% of children were in self-care on a regular basis
(Kerrebrock & Lewit. 1999).
The Urban Institute (Vandivcre. Tout. Zaslow, Calkins. &
Capizzano. 2003) found thai overall, in 1999. \5% of chil-
dren ages 6-12 regularly did self-care, and about 7% of chil-
dren ages 6-9 and 26% of children ages 9-12. cared for self
afler school. In comparison, data reported recently by the
Federal Interagency Forum on Child and Family Statistics
(2006) indicated that 22%. or slightly more than one in five
children in 4th through 8th grade in the United Slates, are
caring for them.selves regularly after school.
These data rai.se concerns about lack of after-school
supervision when considering documented prctblems with
violence and longer-term externalizing sequelae and their
associated harmful effects to children resulting from early
elementary grade experience in self-care, as well as unsu-
pervised peer associations during later elementary years
(Colwell. Meece. Pettit. Bates. & Dodge. 2001: Elliott.
Hamburg. & Williams. 1998).
Older adolescents who did not live with both biological
parents experienced significantly more problem behaviors
than youth living wilh bolh piu'ents (McCurley & Snyder. in
press). Specific behaviors included drug use and selling,
gang involvement, running away from home, vandalism, and
assault with inlenl to seriously injure. These findings partially
mirror Lauritsen's (2003) analysis of National Crime Victim-
ization data demonstrating that youth residing in higher-risk
communities who were living with single parents were at
greatly increased risk for being victims of violence, compared
to youth living with both parents. A review of research in the
National Research Council series Undershmdini> ami Pre-
venting Violence further identified the following family risk
factors significantly related lo child and adolescent aggression
and violence (Sampson & Lauritsen. 1994):
• Parental neglect, including lack of supervision and
lack of involvement
• Harsh punishment styles
• Marital di.scord
• Parental criminality
Poverty and Income Inequity
The number of children in families living in poveny in
the United States has declined somewhat in recent years,
from a high of 22%- in 1^93 lo about 18% in 2004 (Annie E.
Casey Foundation. 2004. 2006). Definitions and indicators
of poverty, however, can present varying pictures, and key
federal surveys of poverty have used slightly different
melhodologies (Bishaw & Slern. 2006). For example. U.S.
Census Department historical data on children younger ihan
6 years of age. under the heading. "Poverty Stalus of Related
Children." reported 25.6% of children in poverty in 1993
and 19.8% in 2003.
Snyder and Sickmund (2006) reported ihat. in 2002.
close to one-third of black juveniles lived In poveily ;md
one-fifth of black children under age 5 lived in extreme
poverty—less than 50%' of the federal poverty threshold.
Overall, the poverty rale for African American youth in 2004
was 36%, compared to 11 % for non-Hispanic white youth;
and in 2004. 33% of single-parent families lived in poverty
(Annie E. Casey Foundation. 2006).
Data from Wave-1 of the National Longitudinal Transi-
tional Study-2 (NTLS-2) showed that lor all 15-to 17-ycar-
old students with disabilities in 2000-2001, approximately
29% were living in poverty, compared to more than 34% of
students labeled as having emotional disturbance (FD) and
about 16%' of same-age youlh in the genera! school popula-
tion (Wagner, Canieto, & Newman. 2003). Likewise, the
U.S. Department of Educafion. Office of Special Education
Programs (OSEP) Special Educational Elementary Longitu-
dinal Study (SEEL) survey found that 24% of elementary
students with disabilities and 31% of elementary students
with emotional disturbance lived in poverty in 2(X)O-2OOI
(Wagner. Marder. Blackorby. & Cardoso, 2002).
While income inet|uality increased dramatically bclvvcen
1968 and 1994. during the lalter part of ihc 1990s and first
few years of the millennia, it varied little in year-to-year
reports. In a Census Department Press Briefing on 2004
poverty data, however, the Assistant Division Chief. Hous-
ing and Household Economic Statistics, remarked:
Over the last decade...the Giiii index |a mea.sure of income
inequaliiy) has increased, indicating a higher level of
income inequality than in 1995. Also, the share of total
income receivt'd by the highest 20% of households has
increased while ihe shares received by those in lowest 60%
have declined (emphasis added).
These remarks, along with the accompanying slides and data
tables (U.S. Census Bureau. 2005) point lo greater income
inequality in the United States in recent years. Poverty has a
significani effect on the adequacy and access lo food and
housing for many children.
The well documented harmful effects of poverty on chil-
dren apply nut only to those officially labeled as poor.
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according to federal poverty thresholds, but also to the near-
pt)or. Approximately 40% of children nalitinally in 2004
were living with families that could be considered poor or
near-poor, in which "near-poor*" is defined as under 200% of
the federal poverty level (Association for Children of New
Jersey. 2006).
When considering the poor and near-poor, il is instructive
to examine data trends in housing and food security above
and beyond consideration of income. "Food security" is
defined as a family's ability to access sufficient food regu-
larly U) maintain a heallhy. active lifestyle. Indicators of
food insecurity include difficulty obtaining food, lesser
quality of diet, anxiety about being able lo get food, and use
of emergency food sources (Federal Inleragency Fortim on
Child and Family Statistics. 2005). In 2003. 18% of children
were in households labeled "food-insecure." This presents a
serious concern for the welfare of children and their healthy
development, especially given knowledge of the deleterious
effects of poor diet on cognitive development (Bi^an et al..
20(J4: Donovan & Cross. 2002: Pressley & McCormick.
2007). Difficulties with sustainable, suitable, and safe hous-
ing can present problems for children wilh regard to physical
safely, psychological well-being, and success in school—
academically, stKially, and behaviorally.
These problems, combined with olher factors, can trans-
late to later ditficullics in externalizing and antisocial behav-
iors. In 2(K)3, about 37% of homes (renters and owners) with
children experienced some type of housing-related problem:
tinancial problems in maintaining housing, overcrowding,
or physically inadequate housing (Federal Interagency
Forum on Child and Family Statistics. 2005). Households
wilh children experiencing financial problems related to
housing doubled between 1978 and 2003, increasing from
15% to 30%. Overcrowded housing in homes with children
decreased from 9% in 1978 to 6% in 2003.
Exposure to Violence in the Media
No credible academic debate remains as to the harmful
effects on children of viewing violence on TV. in lhe movies,
and through related media (American Academy of Pediatrics.
2001: American Psychological Association. 1993: Anderson
& Bushman, 2001; Anderson et al., 2(X)3; Felson. 1996;
Huesmann. Moise-Titus. Podolskl. & Eron. 2003: Reiss &
Roth, 1993: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
2001). "Short-term exposure increases the likelihood of
physically and verbally aggressive behavior, aggressive
thoughts, and aggressive emotions" (Anderson et al.. 2003).
Huesmann et al. (2003) reported the results of a 15-year
longitudinal study, which fctiind that people across social
strata are at increased risk for adult aggression und violence
after having a steady high-level "diet" of violent television
in childhood.
The Henry Kaiser Family Foundation (Ridcoui. Vandc-
water. & Wartella. 2003) reported that about 47'/i of parents
of children ages 4-6 indicated that their youngsters imitated
aggressive behaviors they had seen on television, compared
to 87% seeing their children imitate positive behaviors.
Although the more widespread imitation of positive behav-
ior models certainly is desired, having almost half of the
respondents report iniilalion of aggression is a cause for
serious concern.
Children spend a large proportion of their time watching
television and are exposed to a great amount of media vio-
lence. Children in the United States average more than 6
hours per day of media involvement (American Academy of
Pediatrics, 2001). Reviewing approximately 10.000 hours of
television programs between 1995 and 1997. the National
Television Study (Center fi>r Communication and Social
Policy, 1998) reported that more than 60% of Ihc program-
ming depicted interpersonal violence. Across all forms of
popular media, images of serious violence occurred at an
average rate of 14 times per hour, and lor high violence
shows. 54 fimes per hour (Lichter. Lichier. & Amundson,
1999). By age IS. the average American chikl will have
viewed on television more than 8.000 murders and 100.000
acts of violence.(Bushman & Phillips, 2001). In an analysis
of media and lelcvisittn violence. Derksen and Slrasburger
(1996) found six major effects of exposure tn violence in the
media:
1. Displacement of healthy acfivities
2. Modeling inappropriate behaviors
3. Disinhibition of socially proscribed behaviors
4. Desensitization to the harmful effects of violence
5. Aggressive arousal
6. Association with a constellation of risk-taking
behaviors
Media Coverage of School Violence
Television and other media have maintained high-profile
coverage of school shootings and other school tragedies
throughout lhe I99()s and early 200()s (Arnette & Walsleben.
1998: Brown. 2004: Redtly et ai.. 2001; Thompkins. 2000).
Fortunately, what once seemed like an epidemic of school
shootings and major school violence has diminished. Yet.
media coverage of school violence has shaped the public's
beliefs, and in many cases has led to a distorted perception
of violence in schools, as well as adolescent violence more
generally (Brooks. Schiraldi. & Ziedenbcrg. 2000; Deli-
zonna, Alan, & Steiner, 2006; Gladden, 2002). A content
analysis of six major newspapers found that reporting of
urban versus rural school violence has been unbalaneed in
favor of reporting rural episodes (Menifield, Rose. Homa, &
Cunningham. 2001).
A separate study of major newspaper and television
reporting on five key children's issues (child abuse/neglecl.
child care, child health insurance, teen childbearing, and
youlh crime and violence) reported extremely dispropor-
tionate overeoverage of youlh erime and violence: further,
more than 90% of the reporting involved episodes or events
ralher than thematic stories ihat mighl provide context and
belier understanding of events (Kunkel. Smith. Suding. &
Biely. 2002). Fewer than 5% of the stories on youth crime
and violence included relevant contextual infitrniation on
the topic.
Media accounts of crime and violence have been shown
to affect public perception of events—especially in
rnanipulaling fear—and. in lurn. affect publie policy in
response to those events (Altheide & Michalowski. 1999;
Haider-Markel & Joslyn. 2001). The frequency of media
reports oi' violence and terror consistently has been
disproportionaie to the actual frequency of such events
(Gerbner. 1988: Marsh. 1991; Warr. 1994). Media
accounts of school and community-based adolescent vio-
lence repeatedly have demonstrated factual errors in
which a frenzy of coverage, with media-reporling-on-
niedia generation of second- and thirdhand accounts have
distorted information much as an image is distorted from
multiple photocopies of photocopies (National Research
Council and Institute of Medicine. 2003). Children and
adolescents are affected by this sort of news accounis
(Cairns. 1990). Excessive and sometimes unbalanced
reporting of school violence has led to copycat threats
(Kostinsky, Bixler. & Kettl. 2001).
Part of lhe problem ean be linked to increasing consoli-
dation of lhe news media since the early 1990s. Pursuant lo
lhe Telecommunications Act of 1996. more than 80% of
television stations in the top 100 markets were group-
owned, with emerging signs of increasing cross-ownership
of television and newspapers (Howard, 1998). The 2006
Anntuil Report on lhe Stale of the /VCH.V Media (Project for
Excellence in Journalism. 2006) reported that journalistic
propriety declined in favor of profits, and that about three-
fourths of Americans believe that major news organizations
were more concerned with audience share than informing
the public. The report also found that more news outlets
were eovcring fewer stories, and wilh shrinkiny audiences.
fewer news personnel were representing individual organi-
zations. This led to more re port ing-on-reporting, which can
resull in distortions of facl and less free access and more
scripted control of the news as news staffers typically are
herded together for briefings. In sum, evidence i.s emerging
Ihal consolidalion in the media has led to a decline in objec-
tivity and accuracy of news reporting, which in turn has
affected reporting of school and youth violence-related
incidents.
Guas and V'outh
The United States has one of the highest rates of violent
death for youth (ages 15-24) in the world (Butts et al.,
2002). In 2003. in the United States. 4.567 children, adoles-
cents, and young adults (ages 0-24) were killed by firearms.
Narrowing the focus. CDC WISQARS reporting system
data indicate 2.849 firearm deaths for children and youth
ages 0-19 in 2003. Less than 1% of youth homicides are
school-based, however (CDC. 2006). Data from Ihe
National School Safety Center Report on School-Associated
Violent Deaths (2006) show thai of the 425 school-ba.sed
violent deaths from the 1992-93 school year through the
2005-06 school year, 74% (314) were shootings and 14%
(61) were slabbings or slashings. These statistics raise ques-
tions regarding overall levels of juvenile violence, access to
weapons, particularly firearms, and related ecological risk
factors.
Much of Ihe research on gun-related juvenile violence
has focused on prevalence of firearms in homes, the stt)rage
of firearms, and the relationships among availability of
firearms, eeological risk factors, and violent behaviors.
About one-third of U.S. households report owning guns
(Cook & Ludwig. 1997), With regard lo school shootings,
the vast majority of the firearms used by perpetrators came
IVom the shooters' homes, or the homes of friends or rela-
tives (Reza. et al.. 2003).
Several studies have found ihal the probability of juve-
niles possessing guns increases significantly as a function of
the local community (Blumstein & Cork. 1996; Cook &
Ludwig: 2004). Stoizenberg and D'Alessio (2000) reported
results of a study in South Carolina, using time-.series analy-
sis of data from the National Incident Based Reporting Sys-
tem (NIBRS) for 1991-1994. They found ihal the presence
of an illegal gun matket was a strong predictor of violent
crime. Extending this finding. Braga and Kennedy (2001)
demonstrated Ihal juveniles access firearms ihrough mulli-
ple illicit pathways, including unlicensed and corrupt deal-
ers and individuals who illegally purchase guns for youlh.
Using data from the 2001 CDC Youth Risk Behavior Sur-
vey (YRBS) from 38 states, as well as multiple dala sources
on firearms mortality and possible associated risk faclors.
Murnan. Dake, and Price (2004) analyzed the following
vatiables for association with youth firearms deaths:
1. Child poverty rate
2. Percent of single-parent families
3. Percent of population ihat is African Atnerican
4. Percent of population that is Hispanic
5. Percent of students reporting carrying a gun
6. Percent of students reporting canying a weapon
7. Percent of student reporting feeling unsafe
8. Percent of students reporting feeling sad/hopeless
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9. Percent of students at-risk academically
10. Percent of students involved in fighting
11. Percent of students involved in binge drinking
12. Violent crime rate for children and adolescents
13. Individual gun laws in each state
14. Prevalence of firearm ownership
15. Percent living in urban areas
They found that prevalence of firearm ownership was the
single major predictor of child and adolescent deaths from
firearms, responsible for 47% ofthe variance across slates in
child and adolescent deaths from firearms. In sum. multiple
lines of research have demonstrated a clear connection
hetween local availability of guns and gun-related violent
behaviors.
Firearm storage practices and ecological risk faclors have
been linked to firearm-related deaths. A study of gun own-
ership and storage practices of a group of low-income urban
families in the Pacific Northwest having at leasl one child in
Ihe 8-12 age range (Vaeha & McLaughlin. 2004) found that
families living in fear of crime, in neighborhoods with high
levels of crime, violence, drug use. and gang activity were
much more likely to have guns al home and to keep ihem
unlocked and loaded.
Okoro el al. (2005) reported on an analysis from the 2002
Behavioral Risk Faclor Surveillance System (BRFSS). a
data-collection effort by state health departments in coordi-
nation with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
utilizing dala from approximately 223,000 respondents.
About one-third of the respondents indicated that they have
firearms al home. Stales showed significant variability in
firearm possession as well as firearm storage praclices. The
study reported that an estimated 1.7 million children in the
United States live in households wilh firearms stored loaded
and unlocked. This finding parallels eariier tmdings (Schus-
ter. Franke. Bastian, Sor. & Halfon, 2000) of 35% of U.S.
homes reporting gun ownership, with 13% of homes storing
firearms where children—an estimated 2.6 million—had
access.
Students repeatedly have indicated thai they ean obtain
firearms fairly easily (Brown, 2004; Sheley & Wright. 1998)
and that they carry firearms for fear for self, to engender fear
in others, to gain respecl. or for self-protection. Of juvenile
respondents (lOth and Nth graders), 48% indicated ihal
ihey carried a firearm because of fear of neighborhood vio-
lence. In a study of suburban and rural youth (Cunningham.
Henggeler. Limber, Melton. & Nalion, 2000), so-called high
risk ownership of guns (to create fear, lo get respect) was
associated strongly with antisocial behavior. These youth
were more likely than youlh in low-risk and no-risk groups
to engage in bullying behaviors. More than 14% of lhe 5lh-
to 7th-grade students in this study owned rifles, and 9%
owned pistols or handguns. Of those who owned handguns.
16% indicated ihal lhe reason for gun ownership was lo earn
respect or to frighten others, compared to 4% for youth own-
ing BB or pellet guns, or rifles or shotguns. Brown (2004)
reported addilional differences between delinquent and non-
delinquent juvenile in that delinquent juveniles were .signif-
icantly more likely ihan non-delinquent juveniles to own
and cany firearms.
In an analysis of responses to questions about weapon-
carrying behaviors and experiences from about 1.600 stu-
dents in 10 inner-city public high schools in lour states from
the North. South, East, and West, about 25% of students
reported carrying a weapon in school and four in 10 carried
a weapon outside of school. Two-thirds personally knew
another person who had been seriously assaulted at .school
(Sheley. McGee. & Wright. 1995).
Trend data from the CDC Youlh Risk Behavior Survey
(YRBS) show that 9th-12th graders reporting that they car-
ried a gun in the last 30 days declined from 7.9% in 1993 to
5.4%' in 2005. wilh variation during the latter years
(1999-2005). Although the shorter period of 1993-1999
shows a significani decrease. Ihere is no significant change
when looking al the period 1999-2005. Looking at data
from the Department of Justice Report Juvenile Offenders
and Victims (Snyder & Sickmund. 2006). firearm-related
homicides by juveniles declined dramalieally from 1994 to
2002 (see Figure 4).
Gun-related deaths and injuries of youngsters at school,
as well in the community, remain a serious concern. Gun
availability, along with community-based risk factors, has
increased the likelihood of the.se horrific acts. Lax gun-stor-
age practices in homes exacerbate the situation. A future
reduction in these unnecessary deaths can be realized
thioLigh coordinated efforts, including tighter controls on
legitimate gun markets, cracking down on illegal gun distri-
bution pipelines, educating adults about safe and secure gun
storage practices, and intervening in schools and communi-
ties to reduce violence and alleviate fear of victimization.
Accountability and Hiyh-Stakes Testing
Subsequent to the critical report A Nalion Ar Risk
(National Commission on Excellence in Education. 1983),
attention to high-stakes testing and accountability has
increased. Students with disabiliiies had been excluded from
statewide academic testing, bui more recent legislation has
changed things. For example, the 1997 IDEA Amendments
required that students with disabilities be included in
statewide and districtwide assessments. No Child Left
Behind—the most receni reauihori/ation ofthe Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (2002)—^mandated testing of
at leasl 95%' of students, including four subgroups, of which
one is students with disabilities.
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• The large growth and decline In the annual number of juvenile offenders
who committed their crimes with a firearm between 1980 and 2002 stands
in sharp contrast to the relative stability of the nonlirearm pattem over the
period.
Source: Authors' analyses of the FBI's Supplementary Homicide Reports for the years
1980 through 2002 [machine-readable data tiles].
FIGURE 4
Juvenile Homicides with and without Firearms
Prior 10 Ihe 1997 Amendments to IDEA and the 2002
enactment of No Child Left Behind, multiple iniliafives at
the state and national level addressed promotion and gradu-
ation testing—so-called high-stakes testing. Kigh-stakes
testing has raised concem among multiple education stake-
holder groups because research on grade retenlion practices
have been shown to lead lo lower academic performance,
self-esteem problems, and increased likelihood of dropping
out (Heubert, 2002; Lehr, .lohnson. Bremer, Cosio. &
Thompson. 2(K)4; Nagaoka & Roderick. 2004: Quenemoen
et al., 2000: Reardon & Galindo. 2002: Shepard. 1991).
As of lhe 2005-06 school year. 23 stales had requirements
in place for exil exam testing linked to earning a diploma
(National Association of State Boards of Education, 2006).
Even though more states have adopted graduation exams,
youth of color and those with disabilities continue to gradu-
ate at lower rates then their peers. Approximately 50% of
African American students graduated in 2001. as computed
using Swanson's CPI method, and 51% of students with dis-
abilities graduated as reported by OSEP (U.S. Department of
Education, Office of Special Education Programs, 2006).
compai-ed to a national graduation rate of 68%, per the CPI
measure (Orfield. Loscn. Wald. & Swanson. 2004).
Emerging evidence indicates that state-level exit exams
linked lo graduation may be increasing the dropout rates.
Research also has suggested that students with di.sabilities
and olher at-risk students who may compromise a school's
performance measures may be diverted from testing through
"push-out" strategies and other indirect methods (Gotbaum,
2002: Heubert. 2002: Langenfeld, Thurlow. & Seott. 1997;
Shepard. 1991: Zwcifier & DeBeers. 2002). Several lines of
research have established a link for at-risk students and stu-
dents with disabilities, connecting school failure and tirop-
ping out to a poor employment history, relationship difficul-
ties, and later criminal behaviors (Carson. Sillington. &
Frank. 1995; Greenbaum et al..I996: Hawkins. Fanington,
& Catalano. I99S: Hawkins et al.. 1998: Wagner, 1995;
Walker & Sprague. 1999). An unintended consequence of
the high-stakes testing and accountability movement may be
the marginalization of at-risk sludenls, including students of
color and those with disabilities, exacerbating a irajettoiy
that leads to later problems in life.
The poor fit of marginalized students remaining in school
may be linked lo disciplinary incidents involving violence
and disruption. No data have been analyzed linking lhe onset
of No Child Left Behind tiiandated high-stakes testing to
changes in school violence and disruption, but visual inspec-
tion of multiple trend data show an association between lhe
onset of NCLB testing and a leveling off of previous yeai-by-
year declines in tneasures of school violence and disruption.
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Zero Tolerance Policies
Although there is no universally accepted definition of
zero tolerance, in general it refers to policies and procedures
that impose strict and inflexible punishments on rule-break-
ers, wilhoul consideration of personal, situalional. or other
contextual factors (American Bar Association. 2(X)I; Skiba.
2000: Verdugo. 2(X)2: Zweiller & DeBeers. 2002). The zero
tolerance movement is reported to have roots in the mid-
1980s drug-related personnel policies ofthe U.S. Navy, and
lhe 1986 use ofthe term by a U.S. Attorney in Califomia in
reference to anti-drug trafficking initiative (Verdugo, 2002).
Wilh an increased national focus on juvenile and school
violence in the late 1980s and early 1990s, driven in part by
media coverage of school-based incidents (Schiraldi &
Ziedenberg, 2001), schools across the country adopted so-
called zero tolerance policies (Skiba & Peterson, 1999),
These policies originally were intended to address severe
instances of violence, drug activity, and other behaviors con-
sidered severe or dangerous. Over the years, however,
implementation of school-based zero tolerance has addres.sed,
for the most part, a much wider variety of less serious
behaviors (Beger. 2003: Casella. 2(X)3: Gladden. 2002; Har-
vatd University. Civil Rights Projecl. 2000; Skiba & Peter-
son. 1999).
The mosl widely implemented sanetion under zero toler-
ance is suspension from school, with expulsion used much
less frequently (Harvard University, Civil Rights Project.
2000; Skiba. 2(KH)). In 2000. just over 3.000.000 students
were suspended nationally, and almost 100.000 were
expelled from school (Snyder, Tan, & Hoffman, 2(X)6). Zero
tolerance implementation is inconsistent across slates, with
serious excesses noted in Michigan. Kentucky, and other
states (Michigan Nonprofit Association, 2003; Richart,
Brooks. & Soler. 2003: Zweifler & DeBeers. 2002). Suspen-
sion from school has been found lo have minimal effecLs on
changing student behaviors (Gladden, 2002; Skiba. 2004),
and in cases of multiple suspensions of a suident, is strongly
linked to an increased probability of dropping out (Harvard
University, Civil Rights Project; U.S. Department of Educa-
tion. National Center for Bdueation Statistics. 2006).
Gladden (2002) comments Ihat because zero tolerance
does not address the causes of student misbehavior, individ-
ual and schoolwide problems eonlinue imabated. A particu-
larly insidious result ot" zero tolerance policies driving
increased suspensions is the fueling of a downward spiral of
school failure, disengagement from school, and increased
association wiih peers demonstrating antisocial behaviors—
an outcome also experienced by students wilh disabilities
(ABA. 2001: Harvard Civil Rights Project; Gladden: Skiba.
& Peterson, 2000).
Zero tolerance policies have imposed hardship on stu-
dents of color through highly disproportionate and often
biased implementation (Harvard Civil Rights Project; Glad-
den: Skiba. 2000: Verdugo. 2002). Little data are available
to support the effectiveness of zero tolerance policies, and
not one in five national panels on school violence has sup-
ported zero tolerance as an efficacious intervention (Glad-
den. 2002: Skiba. 2000; Skiba & Leone. 2001: Skiba &
Peterson, 1999: Verdugo. 2002).
Verdugo (2002) presents several compelling arguments
relative to zero tolerance that involve cultural and structural
factors in schools. Suggesting that zero tolerance policies
deprive students of two guarantees of public education in lhe
United States—the right to an education and equitable treat-
ment—Verdugo points to the damage that these policies
have done to the school-sludenl bond. The cullural para-
digm that Verdugo articulates has three dimensions;
1. Minority/poor students' rule-breaking behaviors are
linked to bolh real and perceived siructural bartiers
to life opportunilies.
2. These understandings feed into an oppositional
mindset relative to school.
3. The ensuing behaviors and reinforced inindset feed a
vicious destructive cycle of failure. In essence, there
is a cultural disconnect between .schools and minority/
poor students, fostering an adversarial relationship.
The sirucUtr(tl paradigm discussed by Verdugo (2(M)2)
also has three dimensions;
1. Isolation
2. School policies
3. School climate
Schools can isolate students of color and al-risk students
through tracking and placement In special education, and
indirectly through lack of encouragement and hostile rela-
tions. School policies that result in disproportionaie disci-
pline of minorilies. as well as a lack of addilional academic
and social supports lor high-risk students, do litlle to coun-
teract lhe downward spiral of many at-risk students. Finally,
negative school climate can be deleterious to positive social
development, with incivility, inlimidalion, racial tensions,
and harsh discipline reinforcing further disengagement from
school.
In sum. zero tolerance has been shown to cause more
harm than good. It is a source of racial discrimination in
schools, pushing many al-risk students to drop oul. It fosters
a downward spiral of academic failure, disengagement from
school, and antisocial behaviors. Il has been applied incon-
sistently and abusively, causing unnecessary inconvenience
and harm to students engaged in relatively minor behavioral
transgressions. Zero tolerance does little to prevent school
violence.
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SCHOOL VIOLENCE PREVENTION
Several reviews and meta-analyses of school-ba.sed vio-
lence-prevention programs were published between 2001
and 2006. A thorough review of secondary-level school-
based interventions to reduce youth violence found thai for
youth identified as aggressive or at risk for aggression, inter-
ventions designed lo lessen aggression, violence, bullying.
conOicl. or anger produced a standardized mean difference
(a weighted effect size) of -0.41 (Mytton, DiGuiseppi.
Gough. Taylor. & Logan. 2006). The review included
research using randomized conlrolled treatments, which
included 56 studies. None of the studies included data on
violent injuries.
An earlier meta-analysis by DiGuiseppi et al. (2002)
found a standardized mean difference of -0.36 for school-
based inlervenlions designed to reduce aggression among
siudcnls at risk for aggression. Farrington (2005) suggested
that seemingly modest effect sizes should be considered
more properly as larger when considered in terms of lhe per-
centage of persons diverted from problem behaviors. For
example, given a weighted effect size of -0.36, this result is
approximately equal lo reducing the percentage of conlrol-
group members engaging in aggression from 50% lo about
32%—nontrivial change.
A meta-analysis of 165 studies of .school-based Interven-
tions to reduce substance abuse, dropoui. and conduct prob-
lems found varied results (Wilson, Gottfredson. & Najaka.
2001). Four outcome measures were used: delinquent, crim-
inal, and/or aggressive/violent acts: alcohol or other drug
use; school dropoui/disengagement: and antisociai/opposi-
tional behaviors. Noncognitive-behavioral approaches
resulted in negative outcomes and no demonstrable effec-
tiveness. Cognitive-behavioral interventions and behavioral
modification interventions thai incorporated modeling and
rehearsal showed modesl positive effecl sizes (e.g.. 0.12 to
0.37) addressing all four outcome areas, and school discipli-
nary interventions were somewhat successful, especially in
reducing delinquency outcomes.
Wilson. Lipsey, and Derzon (2003) analyzed 221 studies
of school-based interventions to reduce aggression, in which
the studies included outcome measures of aggressive behav-
iors. The inlervenlions demonstrating the strongest effects
were academic interventions, behavioral, and counseling
programs. The analysis of demonstrallon programs and rou-
tine practice programs found an overall average effect size
of 0.25 for ihe former, and 0.10 for the latter. The limited
number of routine practices studies, however, severely lim-
ited the scope of the analysis and generalizabilily of those
findings. Inlervenlions that were teacher administered, were
higher intensity, included one-on-one delivery, and showed
high-qualiiy iinplemenlalion were assoeiated tnost closely
with the greatest reduction in aggressive behaviors.
Reviews of school violence-prevention intervenuons
show promising effects for some interventions, and studies
have been done in related areas such as appraisal of threat;
environmental-, equipment-, and personnel-based security
approaches: violence-prevention programming; school-
wide comprehensive programming: and meihotlological
challenges in studying .school violence and disorders
(Bear, Giancola. Veach. & Goetz. 2006: Furlong. Bates.
Smith. & Kingcry. 2004; Furlong. Morrison. Skiba. & Cor-
nell. 2004; Jimerson & Furlong. 2006; Skiba. Simmons, et
al.. 2004; Reddy-Randazzo et al.. 2006). Although space
limitations preclude a more exiensive review in Ihese
areas, several ihemes emerge from a large body of receni
literature.
Threat As.sesnient
Following what seemed like a nonstop occurrence of
tragic school shootings in the mid- to late 1990s, increased
attention was devoted to developing methods of predict-
ing—and thus preventing^future school tragedies. Efforts
targeted assessment of individual level threats via profiling
and other approaches, as well as broader .schoolwide assess-
ments of vulnerability to violence. For example, the U.S.
Secret Service National Threat Assessment Center and the
U.S. Department of Education engaged in collaborative
research on threat assessment for school shootings
(Vossekuil. Fein. Reddy. Borum. & Modzeleski. 2002).
Three basic approaches lo .school violence assessment
have included (a) profiling, (b) mental health assessments.
and (c) automated decision processes (actuarial tools/expert
systems/artificial intelligence). No evidence indicates, how-
ever, that any of these three studenl-focused approaches
works (Reddy-Randazzo et al., 2006). Reddy-Randazzo et
al. offered basic guidelines for a school-based threat assess-
ment approach, and others have published more comprehen-
sive Ireatment ofthe issue (Fein. Vossehuil. Pollack, Borum.
Modzeleski, & Reddy. 2(K)2; .limerson & Brock. 2004; Cor-
nell et al, 2004; Van Dyke. Ryan-Arredondo. Rakowitz. &
Torres, 2004).
In a related line of inquiry. Furlong, Bates, and Smith
(2001) examined the statistical characteristics of profiling
based on ROC | relative operating characteristicl curve
analysis and found profiling to be ineffective, with a rela-
tively large proportion of false positives. This suggests ihat.
in the process of accurately targeting one potential school
attacker, a dozen or more innoeent studenls would he iden-
tified inappropriately (Furlong. Bates. & Smith. 2001).
School violence researchers widely concur that profiling
does not work. Cornel! & Williams (2006) reported on pro-
tocols for school-based threat assessment thai do show
promi.se. based on preliminary field test research involving
35 schools. That approach uses a systematic, decision tree
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process, in which trained teams gather and evaluate an array
of threat-related data.
Taking a somewhat differenl perspective. Leone and
Mayer (2004) articulated a view of school threat appraisal
thai did not focus on the individual student but, rather, at the
school, from ecological, systemic, transactional. and rela-
tional perspectives. The authors identified disconnects in
schools that fostered the following systemic risk factors:
• Academic missions that meshed poorly with studenls"
needs
• Zero tolerance and primarily reactive, punitive ap-
proaches lo school discipline
• Entrenched noncollaborative systems of control thai
isolated, rather than brought together, stakeholders
• Racial and cultural disconnects
• Disconnects with students with disabilities
Leone and Mayer posited the existence of an •"unhealthy
school syndrome" in which a confluence of these factors
could set the stage for school violence and disorder.
Managing the Physical Environment of the School
During the same period of time, much attention has been
directed to creating safer school premises, using environ-
mcnlal-. equipment-, and personnel-based measures. Bui
effectiveness research on such school security measures is
extremely limited. Sandia National Labs engaged in
research on tech no logy-based school security measures
(Green. 1999), issuing a report. The Appropriate and Effec-
tive Use of Security Technologies in U.S. Schools. That doc-
ument, however, did not include discussion of the research
methodology, and it remains unclear how the authors arrived
at the reported findings.
Research by Ginsberg and Loffredo (CDC. 1993) sug-
gested that metal detectors could curtail the number of
weapons brought into schools; however, there was no con-
current reduction in school violence and disorder at the class-
room level. Other research suggested that schtx)! administra-
tors and olher school stakeholders may develop an
unjustified sen.se of security resulting frotn the implementa-
tion of equipment-based mea.sures designed to lower the inci-
dence of school crimes (Ascher. 1994; Schneider. 2001).
Drawing a slightly different picture, Wilson-Brewer and Spi-
vak (1994) reported on a New York City school weapon-pre-
vention approach that utilized school security staff with
haiid-held metal detectors. This approach led to a significant
reduction in weapon-based incidents, with improved student
attendance and indications that students felt safer at .school.
Multiple research reports have suggested that using metal
detectors, locking outside doors, searching lockers, and hav-
ing hallway security patrols don't reduce classroom violence
(Aleem et al., 1993; CDC. 1993; Skiba & Peterson. 2000:
Gagnon & Leone, 2001). Causal research demonstrating
beneficial effects of ihese technologies is rare. Researchers
have suggested that a near-exclusive focus on school secu-
rity measures may alienate students, making schools seem
like jails (Ascher. 1994; Brotherton. 1996; Juvoncn. 2(K)I;
Mayer & Leone. 1999; Noguerra. 1995; Peterson. Larson. &
Skiba. 2001).
Personnel-Based Approaches:
School Resource Ofllcers (SROs)
Compared to other research on school security, more
work has been directed toward School Resource Officers
(SRO) programs. One national study considered student
interactions with SROs. student perceptions, and associa-
tions among environmental factors, neighborhood violence,
student comfort in reporting crime, and students" feelings of
safety (McDeviti & Pannieilo. 2005). This study, however,
did not investigate whether the presence of SROs is associ-
ated with lower rates of school violence.
Nine other studies, from North Carolina. Pennsylvania,
Colorado. Kansas. New Hampshire, Virginia, and an
unnamed southern U.S. city, offer some insights into the
current state of knowledge (or lack thereof) regarding the
effectiveness of SROs (Center for Schools and Communi-
ties. 2001; Chen. Chang. & Tombs, 1999; Eisert. 2005a.
2005b; Foster & Vizzard. 2000; Humphrey, 2001; Johnson,
1999; Klopovic. McDaniel. Sullivan. Vasu, & Vasu, 1996;
Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services, 2000,
2001). Almost all ofthe studies employed mixed quantita-
tive and qualitative methods, primarily using survey data.
Only lhe Kansas study used moderately rigorous quantita-
tive methodology. This body of research as a whole sug-
gests that SROs are considered favorably by school per-
sonnel and parents, but while tending to be positive, have
met equivocal responses from students. No study has
demonstrated a causal link showing that SRO programs
reduce school violence and disruption; however, the
authors of many studies suggested that SROs help to
reduce violence and disorder. More than half of the studies
reported that students felt safer at school after the SRO
program was established.
None of the studies mentioned has shown a causal rela-
tionship between specific security procedures and a reduc-
tion In school violence and disorder. Several investigations
reported that metal detectors ean reduce Ihe number of
weapons in schools, bui several olher studies have stated
that metal detectors do not reduce school violence. No data
have evaluated the effects of school security cameras in
reducing violence or disruption. In summary, research has
been lean and methodologically limited, and findings have
been mixed. Among all the security approaches studied.
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SROs have seen the most favorable results, but even those
findings must be evaluated with caution.
Schoolwide Violence Prevention Programming
Schoolwide violence prevention has laken multiple forms
over the past decade, wilh approaches including (alone or in
combination) (Gagnon & Leone, 2(X)1);
• systems-change such as Positive Behavior Supports,
• component programming that includes discrete evi-
dence-based interventions, such as Second Step or
Incredible Years.
• security and discipline-oriented approaches (dis-
cussed above), and
• mullifaceled safe school programming, such as the
Safe and Responsive Schools Program; A brief review
of widely used prevention efforts follows.
Positive Behavioral Support (PBS) is a systemic approach
ihal transforms the school environment to support overall
student success, behaviorally. socially, and academically.
PBS addresses schoolwide behavioral expectations, policies,
and procedures that support positive student outcomes. The
program is based on explicit inslruclion in desired behaviors,
positive reinforcement, and data-driven decision making.
To deal with multiple levels of student need. PBS utilizes
a mullitiered intervention approach adapted from the public
health model that includes primary, secondary, and tertiary
intervention. A number of studies have demonstrated signif-
icant improvements in PBS schools as measured ihrough
fewer office referrals and disciplinary incidents, and
improved academic outcomes (cf. Luiselli, Putnam. & Sun-
derland. 2002; Nersesian. Todd, Lehmann. & Watson. 2000;
Nelson, Martella. & Galand. 199S).
Schools often implement a variety of programming
options, taking an a la curie approach. Some programs are
mandated for all schools within a school district, and others
are adopted wiihin specific schools. These programming
combination decisions can be driven in large part by local
funding streams and special grams.
One of lhe more researched evidence-ba.sed program.s in
this category is Second Step, a multifaceted violence-pre-
vention program thai targets students in grades pre-K to 9th
grade and their teachers, providing instruction in empathy,
impulse control, problern solving, and anger management
(Frey. Hirschstein, & Guzzo. 2000). The Committee for
Children^lhe organization thai provides Second Step train-
ing—noles that schoolwide implementation ofthe program
will offer superior results. As of 2006. approximately 27.000
U.S. schools were using the Second Step program.
The Safe and Responsive Schools (SRS) Program (Skiba,
Ritter. Simmons. Peterson. & Miller, 2006) exemplifies a
comprehensive, preventive approach to schoolwide safe
school programming. The SRS framework rests on three
main components;
1. Creating a .safe and respon.sive school climate that
fosters a sense of belonging and caring, and teaches
altematives to violence, including conflict resolution
and prosocial problem solving
2. Early ideniijlcaiion atid intervention lor students at-
risk academically and behaviorally. with referrals
and provision of supports .such as academic tutoring,
mentoring, and anger management training
3. Effective respon.ws to disruption and crisis including
policies and procedures thai address more serious
disciplinary infractions and crises, bui that use alter-
natives to suspension and expulsion thai help main-
lain a more positive trajectory of student engagement
and improvement
SRS is developed through a four-phase process;
1. Schoolwide team development
2. Needs assessment
3. Adoption of evidence-based practices
4. Associated strategic planning
Initial evaluation of SRS demonstrated relatively high levels
of client acceptability and satisfaction, and evidence of sig-
nificant reductions in school suspensions.
More recent research has focused on developing next-
generation approaches to reducing school violence (Osher.
Dwyer. & Jimerson, 2006). The researchers synthesized
prior research on school safety issues and identified eight
conceptual areas of research that provide foundational
knowledge of studenls learning and behavior;
1. Public health
Prevention/developmental science
Positive youlh development (e.g., Social Emotional
Learning, or SEL)
Beha\ ioral research in special education (e.g.. PBIS)
Mental health
6. Life course theory
7. Ecological theory
8. Transactional analysis
The authors stressed the overlap and alignment across
many of these disciplines ihat help explain students" needs.
Based on these conceptual frameworks, a comprehensive
framework was developed with four core dimensions;
1. Connection with caring schools
2. Self-reguialion and teaching SEL skills
3. Positive behavioral supports
4. Engaging and appropriate learning opportunities
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The researchers further provided a discussion of ways to
address the diverse needs of sludenls and guidelines for
schools moving to implement such a framework. Similar
multifaceted and comprehensive approaches are. for the
mosl part, on the drawing board. They signal a critical shift
in thinking and a likely direction for schools over the next
decade.
LEGISLATION, DISRUPTION, AND
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
Nationally, legislation enacted or reauthorized during
the past few years has addressed youth violence and antiso-
cial behaviors in school and the community. In general, the
legislative trends reflect a movement loward greater
accoiintabilily for one's actions, a more punitive approach
10 discipline. Ireatment of students with disabilities in a
manner more similar to the general student population, and
overall, less tolerance for behaviors considered dangerous
or disruptive.
Gun-Eree Schools Act
The Gun-Free Schools Act (GFSA) (1994) grew out of
national concem for escalating school violence, especially
school shootings, use of firearms in and near schools, and
access to firearms by school-age youlh (Gladden, 2002;
Mercy & Rosenberg, 1998, Skiba, 2000). An earlier incar-
nation—the Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990—was nul-
lified in U.S. V. Lopez (1995). when lhe Supreme Court
declared it unconstitutional (Safra, 2000).
More recently, the GFSA was amended by the No Child
Left Behind Act (PL 107-110) and includes language lo
make it consistent with IDEA. The GFSA mandates that
each state receiving federal funding under the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act provide legislation forcing
local education agencies (LEAs) to expel students who
brine a firearm to school. Under these state laws. LEA chief
administrators can modify expulsions on a case-hy-case
ba.sis.
The report to Congress on implementation of GFSA for
the 2002-03 school yeai" (USDOE Office of Sale and Drug-
Free Schools. 2006) found that, nationally, 2,143 students
were expelled under GFSA. with 58% of the expulsions in
high schools, 31% in junior highs, and 11% in elementary
schools. This represented a 16% overall decrease from the
previous year and is part of a dramatic pattern of decline
since lhe 1996-97 school year, when 4.787 students were
expelled under the law.
Interestingly, lhe 1996-97 figure of 4,787 represents a
downward revision from a prior report of 6.093 expulsions
(U.S. Department of Education, 1998). in which some .states
and outlying areas reported expulsions for weapons other
than firearms. Of those expelled during the 2002-03 school
year. 47% of lhe cases were modified. Students with dis-
abilities accounted for 19% ofthe total number of students
expelled. This is about 50% of the figure for the 1996-97
school year, during which students wilh disabiliiies repre-
sented 37% of those expelled.
NCLB Unsafe School Choice Option:
Persistently Dangerous Schools
The enactment of No Child Lefl Behind (NCLB) legisla-
tion in January, 2002, introdueed many new requirements
lor states to demonstrate accountability for sliidenl and
school progress in multiple domains. A relalivcly minor pro-
vision of the legislation, the Unsafe School Choice Option
(§ 9532). introduced the concept of a "persistently danger-
ous school'" (PDS). The Unsafe School Choice Option
(USCO) requires each state to craft a definilion of a PDS
and offer students in schools so designated the choice to
transfer to another "safe'" school.
During the 2003-04 school year. 52 schools nationally
were labeled persistently dangerous (Snell. 2005) wilh 44 of
50 states reporting no schools meeting requirements for the
persistently dangerous category. These sialistics are al odds
with a large body of data demonstrating reduced, yet con-
tinuing school violence problems nationally. The U.S.
House of Representatives Committee on Education and the
Workforce held a field hearing on September 29. 2003. in
Denver. Colorado, addressing implementation of lhe NCLB
Persistently Dangerous Schools Provision (Unilcd Stales.
2004).
Multiple participants testified as to the problems with
the unrealistic definitions that mosl slates are using lo
determine PDS determination, wilh one witness pointing to
the "lact"" that lhe major cities of Los Angeles. Chicago.
Miami. Detroit. Cleveland, San Diego. Baltimore, and
Washington. DC. had no persistently dangerous schools.
The net effecl of the Unsafe School Choice Option of
NCLB has been to drive stale education agencies and their
local school districts "inlo the closet." out of fear of NCLB
sanctions, with regard to officially addressing persistently
dangerous schools.
Revisions to IDEA 2004 on Discipline
The 2004 reaulhorization of IDEA included several
changes with regard to discipline and students with disabil-
ities. In sum. the changes refieci a movement to bring disci-
plinary treatment of sludenls served under IDEA closer to
that of the general student population while also address-
ing public ctincerns aboul a system of dual disciplinary
standards. The major disciplinai^ requirements included in
the reauthorization of IDEA 2004 are summarized in the
accompanying box.
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SOCIAL SKILLS, MEN lAL HEALTH, BULLYING,
AND SCHOOL EXCLUSION
What aj-e lhe challenging behaviors of studenls with dis-
abilities in schools? To help answer this question, we tum to
several sources, including Special Educational Elementary
Longitudinal Study (SEELS) dala from lhe Ollice of Special
Education Programs (OSEP), the National Longitudinal
Transitional Study-2. and National Center for Educational
Slalislies data.
In our previous Focus article, we a.sked how often students
with disabilities are involved in school violence and disrup-
tion. We do not have data to answer such a question directly.
but we can carefully draw some inferences based on reports
of suspension and expulsions, as well as related behavioral
data. We examined Gun-Free Schools Act dala and analyses
of suspensions and expulsitms from several states. At that
time, we concluded that close lo 20'>f! of students with dis-
abiliiies were suspended IVoiri school, that most behaviors for
which studenls with disabilities were suspended were non-
violent, and that lhe nature of behaviors for which siudents
with disabilities were suspended was subsianlively lhe same
as nondisabled peers. Interestingly, recent NTLS Wave-1 tkiUi
reports thai more than 19% of siudents with disabilities were
suspended from school during the 2001-02 school year wilh
somewhat fewer the following year.
Other data paint a compelling picture of behaviors of stu-
dents with disabilities. A SEELS parcnl survey (26th Annual
IDEA 2004: A SUMMARY OE DISCIPLINARY REQIHREMENTS
• A school district may remove a student who violates a .student code ofconduci from his or her current placement in an
Interim Aliemalive Educational Setting (lAES). another setting, or suspend him or her for not more than 10 school days
to the extent Ihat similar procedures would be used wilh a student who did noi have a disability.
• If a school district wants to order a disciplinary change of placement that exceeds 10 school days, the districi must con-
duct a tnanife.station deletmtnation.
• When conducting a manifestation delermiiialinn. the misbehavior can be deiernuned to be a manifestation of a sluih nt's
di.mbility only if
'•" the conduct in question was "caused by" the disability, or
had a "direct and substantial relationship"" to the disability, or
^ if a school failed lo implement a studcnfs IEP as written.
• If a student "s misbehavior was tiot a manifestation of his or her disability, the school may use disciplinary procedures
that are used wilh students who do not have a disability. These procedures also may be used for the same dutatiod of
time although educational services must continue for any period beyond 10 school days.
• A student wiih a disability who is removed from his or her current placement in e.ue.ss of 10 school days must continue
to receive educafional services that enable him or her to progress toward lEF goals and continue to participate in the gen-
eral education cun-iculum. In addition, nfimctional behavioral assessment must be conducted as appropriate and the stu-
dent must continue to receive behavioral interventions and supports.
• Siudents can be moved to an lAES if they possess or use weapons or daigs in school or al a school function or if ihey
inflict serious bodily injury on another person while at school or a school function, without regard to whelher ihe behav-
ior was a nwnife.skition ofthe student's disability.
• Sludenls can be placed in an IAES for up to 45 .school day.s (this is longer than the previously allowed 45 calendar days).
• The parenl or Local Educational Agency (LEA) may appeal a decision on IAES placemenl. The hearing must occur
wiihin 20 days ofthe request, wilh a decision within 10 days following hearing.
• The stay-put placement during hearings in which a disciplinary sanction is challenged will be the IAES. not the setting
rhe stttdctu was in before ihe dispttte.
• Children or youth who currently are not In special education can receive proteciiotis under the disciplinary provisions
ofthe IDEA if;
the child"s parents expressed their concem that iheir child needed special education services, in writing, ic an
administrator, supervisor, or teacher, or
the child's teacher or other school personnel expressed concerns about the child"s behavior directly to ihe special
education director or other supervisory personnel.
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Report to Congress. 2(X)6) shows that for students with dis-
abilities in language arts instruction in 2001. parents
reported that 17.9% of special education students had ever
been suspended or expelled, compared to 8% of general
education students. As indicated earlier, under lhe Gun Free
Schools Act. students with disabilities accounted for 19% of
students expelled during the 2(M)2-03 school year, a sharp
drop from 37% of the ca.ses for the 1996-97 schoo! year.
OSEP data drawn from SEELS and NLTS-2 reports
social skill ratings of the general student population, com-
pared to students wilh disabilities and. in particular, students
coded ED (Bradley, 2003). Students with disabilities and the
general student population showed significani differences in
assertion and self-control skills. The students with disabili-
ties, especially those with ED, fared substantially worse.
Within the group of students with disabilities, students with
ED have more difficulty wiih cooperation skills and social
skills overall compared to olher students with disabilities.
We can also consider data showing parents' reports of
student involvement in bullying and fighting al school (see
Figure 5). Here we see .striking differences between the gen-
eral school population and .students with disabiliiies, espe-
cially those labeled ED, As a whole, ihesc data suggest an
elevated risk for problem interactions in school (e.g., verbal
disruptions, fights) thai would lead lo students with disabil-
ities being suspended at disproportionately high rates.
Additional data from OSEP show noteworthy pattems in
suspension/expulsion patterns (see Figure 6). We can note
that for elementary/middle school students, about 86%-
87% of general education students, as well as students with
Involved in
fighting at school
Elementary/middle
schoo' students
Secondary schooi
students
Been buMied/
picked on at
schooi
Elementary/middle
school students
Secondary sctiool
studenls
Buiiied others
at school
Secondary schooi
students
46.7 (2.4)
50.3 (24)
36.3 (2.6)
165 (1.2)
Percentage reporting involvement
• With ED " " 8''8. 774
All disabilities
General population
n = 9.461; 8,535
Source: Students with Emotional/Behavioral Disabilities: Data frotn OSEP's National Stttdics. hy R. Bradley. Paper presented
at Council for Children with Behavioral Disorders Annual Conference. St. Louis. MO, October 2003.
FIGURE 5
Parents' Reports of Involvement in Bullying and Fighting by Age Group
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disabilities overall, were neither suspended nor expelled.
This stands in sharp contrast to only 51% of students with
ED. At the secondary level, we note that 78% of the general
siudenl population and 67% of students with disabilities
overall were neither suspended nor expelled. Within the
population of siudents with disabilities at the secondary
level, however, more than douhle the percent of studenls
with ED were suspended, compared to students with dis-
abilities overall (58.2% versus 25.6%. respectively).
A statewide study of suspensions of students in Maryland
revealed that African American youth and siudents with dis-
abilities were more than two to three times as likely to be
.suspended than white students without disabilities (Krez-
mien, Leone, & Achilles, 2006). Students identified as
having emotional or behavioral disorders and other health
impairments (including those wilh ADHD) and those wilh
learning disabilities were at greater risk for suspension than
ihcir same-race peers
These dala suggest continuing behavioral diffieuliies at
school for students with disabilities, particularly those wilh
emotional disturbance. As a group, siudents with disabilities
are at elevated risk for suspension and expulsion. Focused
prevention programs that attend to identified risk factors,
such as limited self-control and social skills, are especially
needed for ihis group. Although extant dala do not shed light
on the extent to which studenls with disabilities engage in
more acts of school disruption or violence, and thus are
more likely to be suspended, available inlormation indicates
that they are at much greater risk than other studenls lor
being excluded lor disciplinary reasons.
Students with disabilities, especially tho.se with FD. as
well as others in the genera! education population, have
significani menial health needs. Close to 20% of students
have mental health disorders requiring some type of formal
service suppon. About 70%-807f of youth's mental health
services have been delivered through schools, but only about
Elementary/
Middle School
Students
With ED
All disabilities
n=9.e49
General
population
Secondary
School
Students
With ED
n=793
All disabilities
n=8.S40
General
population
51.4
86.1
(0 8) (D,8)(Q,2)(0.7)
87.4
(0,9)
(0.2Kt).8)
78.0
• Not suspended or expelled • Suspended only
• Expelled only • Both suspended and expelled
Source: Studetiis with Emotional/Behavioral Disabilities: Data ftom OSEP's National Studies, by R. Bradley. Paper presented
at Council for Children with Behavioral Disorders Annual Conference. St. Louis, MO, October 2003.
FIGURE 6
Suspension and Expulsion Data
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20% of students wilh the mosl severe mental health needs
have received commensurate services (Hoagwood & John-
son, 2003).
Dala from the National Longitudinal Transition Study-2
(NLTS-2) and Special Education Elementary Longitudinal
Study (SEELS) indicate that in 2001, approximately 70% of
siudents with emotional disturbance (ED) received mental
health services from somewhere, with about 40% of those
services received in schools (see Table 1).
During 2001, approximately 14%-15% of students with
disabilities received mental health service in schools. In
2005 those figures dropped to about 12%, for elementary stu-
dents, and 9% for secondary students. Parent reports of men-
tal health services provided to their children, based on
SEELS and NLTS-2 dalasets. demonstrate a marked, statis-
tically significant decline in school-based mental health
services to students with ED hetween 2001 and 2005. from
about 43% to 34% tor elementary students, and 36% to 22%
for secondary students with ED.
Likewise, overall availability of mental health services
TABLE 1
Mental Health Services in School and Elsewhere Provided to Students with Disabilities
Students wi th ED (Emotional Disturbance)
ELEMENTARY (SEELS)
SECONDARY {NLTS2)
Students with Disability
ELEMENTARY (SEELS)
SECONDARY (NLTS2)
1 Disturbance)
MH from School
(S.E.)
MH Anywhere
(S.E.)
MH from School
(S.E.)
MH Anywhere
(S.E.)
MH from School
(S.E.)
MH Anywhere
(S.E.)
MH from Schoo!
(S.E.)
MH Anywhere
(S.E.)
Wave 1
2001
0.435
(0.025)
0.709
(0.0229)
0.363
(0.025)
0.689
(0.024)
Wave 1
2001
0.141
(0,0089)
0.229
(0.0108)
0.155
(0.012)
0.316
(0.015)
Wave 3
2005
0.338
(0.03)
0.585
(0.0312)
0.223
(0.0607)
0.511
(0.0729)
Wave 3
2005
0.119
(0.0102)
0.23
(0.0132)
0.09
(0.0217)
0.206
(0.0307)
2001-2005
Change P-Value
0.0065
0.0007
0.0165
0.0102
0.0521
0.4766
0.0044
0.0006
•Sig
Source: U.S. Department of Education. Office of Special Education Programs' (OSEP) Special Educational Elementary Lon-
gitudinal Study (SEEL); National Longitudinal Transitional Study-2.
Note: Cell values are percentages of ihe sample whose parents indicated receipt of mental health services. Standard errors
below.
p<.05 ** p<.OI '^ ^^ * p<.OOI
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lor studenls with disabilities declined greatly from 2001 to
2005. ba.sed on parent reports. Eor example, in 2001. of sec-
ondary students with disabilities. 31.6% received mental
health services (from any source), but that figure dropped to
20.6% in 2005. These trends mirror similar reports regard-
ing funding cutbacks in community mental health and a
decline in service provision in recent years (Foster el al.,
2005). This portends great difficulties for students with
mental health needs at risk for behaviors contributing lo
school violence and disruption.
MKETING EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF STUDENTS
AND MAINTAINING AN ORDERLY SCHOOL
A balance must be achieved between (a) protecting the
educational rights and opportunities of all students including
tho.se with disabilities and (b) the imperative of maintaining
a sale, supportive, and productive school environment. Par-
ents, teachers and other prt>fessionals, school administra-
tors, and school board members all have a vested interest in
seeing equity and safety in how we manage schools and
teach children.
Basic Educ!)tional Ri};lits
All 50 slates have compulsory school attendance statutes
designed to ensure that children receive the benefits of sys-
tematic and sustained public education (Verdugo. 2()()2;
Yell, loot) Sludenls with disabilities are afforded additional
protections and rights through lhe Individuals wiih Disabil-
ities Education Act (IDEA), including a right to a Free
Appropriate Public Education (FAPE). The right lo a FAPE
includes providing lhe education at public expense, meeting
state education standards, including an appropriate
preschool, eletnentary, or secondary level program in lhe
respective state, and provided in compliance with lhe stu-
dent's individualized education plan (IEP). FAPE includes
provision of related special education services—an area of
controversy and litigation over the years.
In matters of school violence and disruption, and related
discipline proceedings, adhering to FAPE requirements has
come into conllicl wiih educalional imperatives, day-to-day
practicalities of running a school and school district, and
resource constraints (Tucker. Goldstein. & Sorcnson. 1993).
For example, when studenls with disabilities receive an oul-
of-school suspension or are placed in an Interim Alternative
Educational Setting (IAES). schools face challenges in pro-
viding meaningful educalional supports and FAPE. The
courts have issued mixed rulings in cases where provision ol
FAPE was challenged, based on a minimum number of ser-
vice hours, commenling that no bright line rule exists.
in one case, an appeals court found that the school dis-
trict's plan to offer approximately 5 hours per week of
instruction, along with other factors in the case, was not a
violation of FAPE requirements (Falzett v. Pocono Mountain
School Di.strict. 1995). The U.S. Districi Court for Northern
Illinois, however, found in favor of the parents' claitn thai
FAPE was not provided because of lhe 9.5 hours of home
inslruclion delivered over a 22-day period (Community Coti-
solidated Schooi District mi3 v. John F. 2000). In addition
to divergent rulings from the courts, factors including lim-
ited school district budgets, widespread staff cutbacks, and
fully deployed staff have placed severe resource limitations
on the ability lo respond lo these students' needs.
Rights to Fair and Equitable Treatment
Although state laws and regulations grant general educa-
tion rights to all youth and IDEA and accompanying regula-
tions grant specific rights lo youlh with di.sabililies. in disci-
plinary matters, there has been a history of bias and unequal
Ireaiment relative to race and ethnicity (Gladden, 2(K)2; Har-
vard University Civil Rights Project. 2000; Skiba. 2()(H);
Verdugo. 2002; Kre/micn et al.. 2(K)6). For example. .Skiba.
Michael. Nardo. and Peterson (2(M)2) reponed thai while
African American siudents did not misbehave to a greater
extent than while sludenls. ihey received disproportionately
higher rates of disciplinary referrals from classroom teach-
ers. As documented earlier, significant long-term harm to
students' life trajectories occurs as a result of Ihis untali and
biased treattnent. The situation is only marginally better for
sludenls with disabilities (Leone. Mayer. Malmgren, &
Meisei. 20()(); NLTS-2; SEELS. 2001).
A cornerstone of educational philosophy in the United
States is access to an equal quality of educalional program-
ming for all. Schools systems with a larger proportion of
siudents of color and ethnicity receive the most poorly pre-
pared new teachers (Darling-Hammond. 2000: Metropoli-
tan Life Insurance Company, 2001; Rosenberg & Sindelar.
2001). Special education teacher preparation studies (Carl-
son. Schroll. & Klein. 2001: SPENSE Summary Sheet.
2(H)2) have reported that by/r of new special education
teachers instructed students from a different cultural/lin-
guislic group than themselves. Special eiUicator respondents
indicated deficiencies in Iheir skills for meeting the needs of
a diverse student population. Furthermore, teacher staffing
studies have consistently demonstrated a national shorlfall
in staff of color and varied ethnicity, especially in special
education (Crutchfield. 1997; Donovan & Cross, 2002;
Losen & Oifield. 2002; Tyler, Yzquierdo. Lopez-Reyna. &
Flippin. 2004).
Disruptions and Intcrlerence with
the Lcamin;; of Self and Others
A major tenet of strici disciplinary approaches is thai
misbehaving studenls do noi have lhe right to deprive other
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siudents of their right to a quality education. What do we
know about interference with learning resulting from class-
room and school-based misbehavior? According to the
report Indicators of School Crime and Safely. 2000 (Kauf-
man et al., 2000), "Without a safe leaming environment,
teachers cannot teach and students cannol learn." The 1993
MetLife survey on school violence mirrors these accounts,
reporting thai approximately one-third of teachers said that
students were less inclined to go to school because of threats
of violence. And 50% of the teachers reported that studenls
were less likely to focus on class instruction because of fears
suiTounding school violence. One in four students responded
ihat the threat of violence had diminished lhe quality of iheir
education.
Reviewing studies of sludenls* academic engagement.
Walker. Ramsey, and Gresham (2004) reported thai, typi-
cally, elementary students maintain an academically en-
gaged lime (AET) rate of about 7()%-90%. This contrasts
with research showing average AET rates of 60%-70% for
a classroom of students with antisocial behavior.
In the National Study of Delinquency Prevention in
Schools (Gottfredson et al.. 2000). 27% of teachers reported
that student misbehavior interfered with teaching "a fair
amount or a great deal." Likewise. Aleem et al. (1993)
reported that, nationally. 44% of teachers indicated thai stu-
dent behavior problems substantially inlerfered with teach-
ing. A report by GAO (U. S. General Accounting Office,
2001) found that school respondents cited an undue amount
of administrators' and teachers' lime consumed by misbe-
havior. More reeently, the 2006 Metropolitan Life Survey of
the American Teacher found that, overall, 39% of teachers
reported disorderly student behavior, with higher values
(52%) in urban/inner city schools and slightly lower values
(35%) in rural schools.
Student and Teacher Concerns fur Maintaining a
Safe Learning Environment
The Metropolitan Life Surveys of the American Teacher
shed light on student and teacher attitudes about safety. In
the 2006 MetLife Survey. 21% of teachers nationally indi-
cated that school rules do not help keep order and discipline.
and 9% reported Ihreals by students to teachers and/or staff
Yel. in thai same survey, only 4% of teachers nationally indi-
cated Ihat they did not feel safe at school, with higher rates
(7%) in urban/inner city schools and lower values (3%) in
rural schools. When asked (Metropolitan Life Survey.
2004). "what aspects of teaching/being a principal are your
greatest sources of .stress or anxiety." I % of teachers and 3%'
of principals responded, "concern about school safely."' The
three greatest sources of stress and anxiety for both groups
were service/duty, students, and parents. When principals
were asked what iheir most imporiani roles were (Metropol-
itan Life Survey. 2001). about 80%' indicated Ihal the two
mosl important roles were to create a supportive environ-
ment, and to maintain discipline and safety.
Students' feelings of safety at school from the mid-1990s
through recent years have painted a disturbing picture. The
1993 and 1994 MetLife Surveys found that 49% and 53% of
students, respectively, felt "very safe" at school. The 2001
MelLife survey reported thai 47% of students fell thai their
school was "very safe" (as opposed to "somewhat safe" or
"not at all safe"). The Metropolitan Life questionnaire for-
mat was different in the 2004—05 administration than in ear-
lier versions that asked if students were "very." "somewhat,"
or "not at all" safe.
In 2(X)4-05. students responded to lhe prompt "I feel safe
at my current schoo!" along a four-step LIken-lype scale of
"strongly disagree." "somewhat disagree," ".somewhal agree."
"strongly agree." In that survey. 73% of student responded
with "somewhat" or "strongly" agree. Unfortunately, we have
no easy means of comparing this percentage to earlier pat-
terns of re.sponse. Also of interest in the 2(X)4 survey admin-
istration are questions surrounding the transition from mid-
dle/junior high lo high school and perceived safety. Of
7th-9th grade students. 47% felt safe at their previous school,
compared lo 29% who felt safe at Iheir current school.
Another source of information about how studenls per-
ceive the safety of their schools comes from the report from
NCES (DeVoe. Peter, Noonan, Snyder, & Baum, 2005),
which found Ihal for 2003. about 6% of secondary-age stu-
dents reported fear of attack at. or while traveling to or from,
school. The figure was somewhat higher (10%) for urban
studenls Ihan for suburban/rural sludenls (5%). Students'
reports of avoidant behaviors for lhe same time period indi-
cated that about 5% of students skipped school or avoided
specific locations in school oul of fear. The figure was some-
whal lower for white students (3%) and higher for black
(5%) and Hispanic .students (6%).
Finally, data on student perceptions of intimidation and
Incivility in their .school environment must be considered.
An emerging body of evidence indicates that a primary
source of students' fear and anxiety and related avoidant
behaviors in school is the result not of relatively infrequent
high-profile threats of injury but. rather, more continuous
day-to-day "lower level" forms of incivility and intimidation
in schools. Research by Skiba. Simmons, el al. (2(K)4) sug-
gested that school connection and climate, including the
degree of incivility, is predictive of students' sense of safety
in their schools.
A study of 771 elementary students in an urban and sub-
urban school district found problems with psychosocial func-
tioning associated with exposure to "low-level" aggression
(Boxer. Edwards-Leeper. Goldstein. Musher-Eizenman. &
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Dtibow. 2003). Likewise. Mayer (2006) reanalyzed lhe 1995.
1999, 2(M)1. and 2003 National Crime Vicllmization. School
Crime Supplement datasets, using structural equation model-
ing, and found that measures of incivility accounted for far
more of the explained variance (31-45% versus 17-25%) in
measures of student fear/anxiety, and avoidant behaviors, rel-
ative to alternative structural-measure ment models using
measures of incivility/intimidation, versus high-profile
threats of personal harm. These research findings suggest a
critical need lo further explore linkages among general inci-
vility and intimidation in schools, bullying, students'
avoidant behaviors, and prevention programming.
Meeting Students* Needs: A Balanced .Approach to
Prevention of School Violence and Disruption
Although school violence can be addressed in many
ways, there are limits to what schools alone can do to ame-
liorate the situation. Larger societal issues are problem areas
such as access to guns, exposure to violence in popular
media, family-based mental health needs, and lhe deeper
effects of poverty and income inequity. Some of these issues
can be addressed through Systems of Care approaehes.
including wraparound (Burns & Goldman. 1999; Woodruff,
et al.. 1999). Amelioration of .some problems requires
broader social change, but schools can do a great deal to
address siudenl needs and reduce the likelihood of violence
and disruption. In addition to lhe more specific school vio-
lence prevention approaches discussed previously, one can
consider lhe general goal of providing a healthy, safe, and
responsive environment to meet the needs of a diverse stu-
dent population. Leone and Mayer (2004) posited several
recommendations for meeting lhe educalional needs of stu-
dents at risk for school violence and disruption, including
studenls with disabilities:
1. Academic instruction and suppon lo ensure success
for all sludenls
While promoting rigorous academic standards and sup-
porting school programs and structures to promote academic
progress for the student body as a whole, schools must put
in place supports for academically al-risk studenls to ensure
opportunities for student success. These include crafting
\ iahle allernatives for students who may need more voca-
tional and liaiisiiional supports.
2. Positive, proactive approaches to school discipline
Schoolwide, evidence-based practices such as Positive
Behavior Supports (PBS) have to be adopted widely. Preser-
vice and inservice training programs for teachers, adminis-
trators, and support staff should include in-depth coverage
of proactive, schoolwide discipline models. School districts
must provide sufficient supports to facilitate infrastructure
development and capacity building to achieve these goals.
Significant change requires a multi-year implemeiilalioii plan,
ongoing data collection and analysis, strong leadership and
broad consensus, and suppoil from ihc school community.
3. Embedding opportunities to learn prosocial behaviors
at .school
Minimizing school violence and disruption involves
changing human behavior. Aggression, a learned behavior,
ean be unlearned. Studenls require direct instruction in
appropriate leplacemenl behaviors, as wel! as support and
training programs including anger management, social com-
munication skills, social problem solving, and so forth. Crit-
ical to future success are authentic opportunities in daily life
at school to practice new skills and develop appropriate
behaviors. Schools must provide the programming options
to address social and emotional issues and offer students a
path lo leaming more prosocial behaviors.
4. Providing multi-service supports in schools to help
.students at-risk for school failure
Prevenlion research has indicated lhe need for multifac-
eted interventions that address students' needs at muliiple
eco!ogica! levels (i.e., school, peers, neighborhood, family).
This implies lhe need for programs thai extend lhe tradi-
tional schooi mission lo teach academics anti socialize chil-
dren. School-based mental health programs are an important
component of school-related services. Furthennore. intera-
gency collaboration, using the school as a central point can
facilitate beneficial services from allied agency providers
such as social services and juvenile services.
5. Cultivating a culture of collaboration among all
participants
Stakeholders In children's education should work
together to develop improved educational opportunilies for
siudents. Shared vision and investment, and consideration
for differing philosophies and viewpoints, can foster a pro-
ductive working relationship. This type of collaboration is
what can help al-risk and marginalized students reali/.c suc-
cess In school and lessen the likelihood of aggressive and
violent behaviors.
6. Developing a respectful schot)! raiunmnity and em-
bracing diversity
Schools have had a troubled hisioiy working with stu-
dents of color and varied ethnicities, as wel! as sludenls with
disabilities. Schools must retool to engage these diverse
learners with more sensitivity and respecl among staff mem-
bers, more functional piutnerships wilh parents, and
improved approaches to discipline that ensure fair treatment
for all.
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7. Dala collection, ongoing evaluation, and tuid-course
corrections
Schools have to use data collection and analysis effi-
ciently lo a.ssess their needs, develop appropriate plans, and
evaluate and modify programming as necessary. School dis-
tricts must develop and implement mechanisms for system-
atic evaluations of comprehensive initiatives designed to
promote schoo! safety, foster prosocia! behavior, and ensure
academic success for all students. High-quality program
evaluation can be resource-intensive. This means that
schools must receive assistance from federal and stale agen-
cies to ensure their capacity to adequately collect and ana-
lyze data and modify activities to achieve desired, measur-
able outcomes.
EUrURE CHALLENGES
Schools are under increasing pressure to produce results
in academic outcome Indicators, as well as manage and min-
imize problems wilh violence and disruption. The contribut-
ing factors related to these challenges mirror many of t)ur
societal ills, as discussed throughout this article. Yel. nation-
ally, school systems seemingly are being asked to do more
with less.
Research has clearly demonstrated that to prevent school
violence, programming at the school level inusl include a
multifaceled approach., with programs meaningfully ad-
dressing physical safety, educational practices, and pro-
grams that support students' social-emolional-behaviora!
needs. Research-based vio!ence-prevention and re!ated
comprehensive support programs shou!d be offered, using a
three tier approach, functioning at the univeisa!. targeted,
and intensive !evels. Specific areas of programming should
include, among others, mental health supports, bully pre-
vention, anger management, and conflict resolution.
Students with disabilities are part of this picture. We
know that these students are al elevated risk for suspension
fVom school as we!l as school failure and dropoui. Although
some Indicators suggest that students with disabilities are
being treated in a manner more similar to the larger student
population, it is critical for schools to continue to afford this
group of students individualized forms of support to foster
success in school, with their individualized education plans.
Under increased pressures to produce better scores for pur-
poses of NCLB AYP measures, more students will likely be
siretehed to their limit and. cortespondiiigly. significani
behavioral challenges to address. This suggests that schools
should reassess their missions and trajectories and proac-
lively develop and institute additional levels of support lo
help the most at-risk siudents succeed.
The specter of school violence remains with us. though
many indicators, thankfully, have demonstrated substantial
declines since the early I99()s. The shocking school-vio-
lence incidents of early fall in 2006 reminded Americans
that deadly violence can erupt any time and place, and can-
not be easily predicted. Through a balanced approach, with
widespread stakeholder participation, good communication,
efforts to foster connectedness within school and their com-
munities, proactive initiatives to offer students and families
appropriate supports, and ongoing data colleclion and eval-
uation, we can work co!!ective!y lo minimize school vio-
lence problems in the future.
The authors ihank Dr. Reece Peterson of University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, and Dr. Stanley Vite!!o of Rutgers Uni-
versity, for reviewing this manuscript and for the he!pfu!
suggestions they provided.
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